
CAMPUS THRIVE GAMES 
Up Front Games 

● 1 Arm, 2 Arm, No Arm: have someone stand in front of the room with their back to the 

crowd. Tell the students to either put one arm, two arms, or no arms up. Count to five. 

The person in front turns around with either one arm, two arms, or no arms up. If they 

match the person in front, they stay standing. If they don't, they sit down. Repeat this 

until you have one person left.  

● Umm, Uhh, Like: Choose three people from the crowd (one 6th, 7th, and 8th grader). 

Pick a topic such as football, skiing, ice cream. See how long each person can talk about 

that topic without saying Ummm or Uhhh or Like. They must speak the whole time and 

not take long pauses to think what to say. Time each person, whoever goes the longest 

wins.  

● People Scavenger Hunt: Have a representative from each grade stand at the front of the 

room. Tell the crowd that we are playing a scavenger hunt. You will give an item and if 

they have it they must run it to the front to the person representing their grade. If they get 

their first their grade wins that round. Pick things students would have with them, like a 

quarter that is at least ten years old, a pencil, a sock, etc. Do this 5 times. Whichever 

grade wins the most rounds wins the game.  

● Christmas Carols: The object of this game is to keep coming up with Christmas songs 

longer than the other team or teams. One team starts and sings a line of one song. Then 

the other team has 5 seconds to start singing a line of another song. Then repeat! Teams 

may discuss which song to sing while other teams sing. The first team to repeat a song, 

sing a song that doesn’t fit that category or just not sing within 5 seconds is the loser. 

● Balloon Pop: Pick one person from each grade to come up. Give each person a balloon 

and say they have to make it pop without using their arms or legs. First person to make 

their balloon pop wins.  

● Banana Peel: Bring up 2 students from each grade. Tie their right hands together and 

give each a banana. They must peel the banana with one hand. First pair to peel the 

banana wins. 

● 2 Truths and a Lie: Bring up a leader from each grade (this should be done in advance 

so they can prepare their 3 statements). A person states three things about himself. Two 

must be true and one a lie. For example: "I was born in South Africa. I have a green card. 

I have a dog named Bubba." The others in that grade try to guess which statement is the 

lie. If the grade guesses correct, they win. If not, they lose.  

Small group games 

● Take the shape: Each grade breaks into a group. Leaders call an object or scene and 

each group has to make that object using their bodies. Examples: palm tree with 

coconuts, a cowboy riding a horse, etc. Judges decide which looks the most realistic and 

picks them as the winner. Do this five times. Whichever grade wins the most rounds 

wins.  



● Tap it Out Telephone: Have each grade form a line. Give the person at the front of the 

line a word. This game is like telephone but instead of whispering something, you use 

your finger and draw the word on the person’s back. Everyone is in a straight line, with 

each line doing this. First team that gets to the last person and has the correct word wins.  

● Puzzle Challenge: Get into groups by grade and gender. Give each group a large puzzle 

(25 pieces or less) to put together as fast as they can. The group to put it together the 

fastest wins.  

● Human Knot: Divide into groups by grade and gender and have the group form a circle. 

Everybody puts their hands into their circle and grabs a random hand (make sure they 

don’t grab hands belonging to the same person) Now that all the hands are crossed they 

have to “untie” themselves and form a full circle again “untied.” First group done wins. 

● Rock, Paper Scissors: Play Rock, Paper, Scissors but when somebody loses they must 

follow the winner around and cheer them on. Play until there is one game left and half the 

room is cheering for one player and the other half cheering the other. 

● Barnyard Scramble:  Come up with as many animals as you want teams that morning 

(If you want four teams, have four animals). Each group of ten cards will have a 

particular animal written on it (so you will have 10 chicken cards, 10 cow cards, 10 

donkey cards and 10 pig cards). Hand out cards randomly to the kids and tell them to not 

tell anyone their animal. When you give the signal, have them make the sound of their 

animal as loud as possible until they find their entire group. First group to totally find 

each other wins.  

● Jelly Bean Jumble: Everyone is handed 5 jelly beans. They are to try to get 5 of one 

color by trading with other people. They can only take 1 jelly bean from that person, they 

they have to find a new person with the color they want and continue until all of their 

jellybeans are the same color. First person to get all five of a color they want wins.  

● Shuffle the Deck: Hand everyone a playing card as they come in. During the game, call 

out different combinations that they have to form a group with. Example: four of a kind, a 

flush, two pairs, etc.  

● Gorilla, man, tranquilizer: This is just like "Paper, Rock, Scissors", except the kids will 

act out the "gorilla" (both hands in the air and a big growl), man (arms folded with one 

hand on the side of the chin/jaw with a sophisticated look), tranquilizer (holding a gun).  

Once each student in the group has a partner, have them get back to back and teach them 

the rules in song form: "The gorilla beats the man, and the man beats the gun. The gun 

beats the gorilla, if you tie you die." and then count all together "1, 2, 3!"  That's when 

each back to back partners turns around as a "gorilla, man, or a gun". Then match up the 

winners and repeat until you get the final group and have a winner.  

 


